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#### Thursday 16th March

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.45–9.30</td>
<td>Conference Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sloane Robinson Reception Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.30–9.45</td>
<td>Director’s welcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O’Reilly Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.45–10.45</td>
<td>Keynote Plenary – Audrey Macklin, Professor and Chair in Human Rights,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faculty of Law, University of Toronto, *Resettler Society: The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canadian Model of Private Refugee Sponsorship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O’Reilly Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.45–11.15</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arco Refreshment Area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 11.15 - 13.00  Session 1

**Panel 1 - Theorising African Displacement**

**Chair: Alexander Betts**

Malian Urban Refugees in Burkina Faso: Integration and Hidden Statuses
*Nora Bardelli, RSC, University of Oxford*

Mapping Refugee Movements to Kenya, Uganda, & South Africa
*Ayla Bonfiglio, UNU-MERIT/Maastricht University*

The Constituents of Reintegration of Displaced Populations in Burundi
*Sonja Fransen, University of Amsterdam*
With or Without Policy? Forging Spaces for Belonging

Lucy Hovil, International Refugee Rights Initiative

Migration from Darfur: Food Insecurity, Conflict and Abandonment

Susanne Jaspars, SOAS, University of London

Beyond the Crisis Frame: The Micro-politics of Re-displacement and Entrenchment in Post-War Burundi

Andrea Purdeková, African Studies Centre, Oxford University

Panel 2- Restricted Mobility of Extremely Vulnerable Migrants and the Creation of Safe Spaces

Breakout Room 1

Chair: Aurélie Ponthieu

Restricted Mobility of Extremely Vulnerable Migrants and the Creation of Safe Spaces

Aurélie Ponthieu, Médecins Sans Frontières

The Notion of Extremely Vulnerable Migrants Enshrined in the Contemporary Mixed Migration Phenomenon: Do Fundamental Rights Have a Nationality?

Kinga Janik, Hans & Tamar Oppenheimer Research Member, McGill University

Acknowledging the Impacts of Interdiction: Producing Interdiction Knowledge and Policy Change (video presentation and conference call)

Sandy Irvine, Wilfrid Laurier University

Sonal Marwah, Project Ploughshares

Panel 3- Architecture, urban design and refugee shelter

Breakout Room 2

Chair: Tom Scott-Smith

Discussant: Mark Breeze

The Relationship Between Space-Making and the Perception of Place Within Two Refugee Camps on the Turkish-Syrian Border

John Edwards, Cape Craft and Design Institute

Exploring In-Betweeness: Spaces of Contradiction in Refuge

S Tahmineh Hooshyar Emami, Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL

The Politics of Inhabitation in the Berlin-Tempelhof Refugee Camp

Toby Parsloe, former MPhil candidate in Architecture and Urban Studies, Department of Architecture, University of Cambridge

Spaces for Refugees and Asylum Seekers in the European City. The Case of Turin.

Quirino Spinelli, IUAV, University of Venice

Panel 4- Refugee Economies

Breakout Room 3

Chair: Olivier Sterck

The Impact of Syrian Refugees on Labour Market and Inflation Rate

Duygu Akmese, Philips Marburg Universitat

Losing Human(itarian) Capital - Exploring Labour Potential of Refugees

Annika Kaabel, University of Kiel
Determinants of Labour Market Outcomes of Congolese Refugees in Rwanda
Craig Loschmann, UNU-MERIT/ Maastricht University
Katrin Marcharnd, UNU-MERIT/ Maastricht University
Refugee Economies and Urban Humanitarian Response in Kampala, Uganda
William Monteith, International Institute for Environment and Development

Panel 5- Refugee Law and its Limits
Breakout Room 4

Chair: Cathryn Costello
The United Nations Treaty Bodies: An Emerging Soft Enforcer of Refugee Law?
Cathryn Costello, RSC, University of Oxford

International Refugee Law in a Post-Liberal World
Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen, Raoul Wallenberg Institute of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law

A Property Rights Approach to Refugee Law
Stefan Schlegel, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity

Panel 6- Rethinking Refugee Resettlement as Durable Humanitarian Governance
Breakout Room 5

Chair: Adèle Garnier
Discussant: Marion Fresia
Durable Humanitarian Governance, Resettled Refugees and Work in Canada and Québec
Adèle Garnier, Université libre de Bruxelles

Humanitarianism, Nationalism and Economic Interests: Competing Political Discourses on Burden-sharing in Norway
Maria Gabrielsen Jumbert, Peace Research Institute Oslo

Governing Resettlement: Due Process, Uncertain Duties and Undue Rights
Kristin Bergtora Sandvik, Peace Research Institute Oslo

Panel 7- Technology or Technophilia in Refugee Studies?
Breakout Room 6

Chair: Roger Zetter
‘It’s Hard to Get Hard’: Mistrust and the Problem of Bad News in Humanitarian Communication
Nora Danielson Lanier, COMPAS, University of Oxford

Agency and Mobile Telephony Among Refugees at the Calais Border
Giorgia Dona’, University of East London
Marie Godin, University of Oxford

Humanitarian Communication: Path to Refugee Agency or Threat to Refugee Management?
Victoria Jack, Internews

Renewable Energy and the Needs of Refugees
Jamie Cross, University of Edinburgh
Sarah Lester, ODID, University of Oxford
Charlotte Ray, University of Edinburgh
Bottom-up Energy: The Politics of Refugee Infrastructure in Kakuma, Kenya  
Cory Rogers, University of Oxford

13.00 – 14.00    Lunch    Dining Hall

14.00 – 15.45    Session 2

Panel 8- The Need for Solidarity and Responsibility Sharing in Global Refugee Protection  
O’Reilly Theatre

Chair: Violeta Moreno-Lax    Discussant: Stephanie Motz
From Rhetoric to Practice: Operationalising Solidarity for Refugee Protection after the NY Declaration  
Madeline Garlick, UNHCR
Solidarity as Fairness: Are There Alternatives to the Distribution Model in the Dublin IV Proposal?  
Constantin Hruschka, University of Bielefeld
Solidarity as a Value in Refugee Protection? Swinging from Formal International Law to Capricious National Politics  
Eleni Karageorgiou, Lund University
Solidarity as a Legal Obligation and it’s Role in International Refugee Law  
Violeta Moreno-Lax, Queen Mary Law School
Solidarity at Work? The Prevalence of Emergency-driven Solidarity in the Administrative Governance of the Common European Asylum System  
Lilian Tsourdi, EUI

Panel 9- Deportation and Denationalisation  
Breakout Room 1

Chair: Matthew Gibney
Banishment and the Pre-history of Deportation  
Matthew Gibney, RSC, University of Oxford
Rethinking the Relationship Between Citizenship, Belonging and Exclusion: A Bottom up Approach to Conceptualising Deportation and it’s Contestations  
Diletta Lauro, RSC, University of Oxford
European Deterrence and Deportation of Child Refugees, Past and Present  
Martin Lemberg-Pedersen, Global Refugee Studies
Deportation of Unaccompanied Minors: Between Autonomy and Assistance  
Nassim Majidi, Sciences Po Paris / Samuel Hall (video presentation and conference call)
Deportation and Forced Return  
Liza Schuster, City University London
Nassim Majidi, Sciences Po Paris / Samuel Hall
Panel 10- Beyond Eurocentrism: ‘Global Refugee Studies’?
Breakout Room 2

Chair: Tom Scott-Smith
Dis/placing Whiteness: Decolonising Refugee Relations
Madeline-Sophie Abbas, University of Manchester
What Lessons is Asia Drawing from the West’s Crisis?
Rebecca Brubaker, United Nations University
The Gift and the Ghost: Border Security in Tohono O’Odham Borderlands
Bonnie Cherry, University of California, Berkeley
Forced Migration in the 'First World': Challenging the Concept’s Limit
Anna Wherry, The Johns Hopkins University

Panel 11- Labour Market Impacts and Opportunities
Breakout Room 3

Chair: Roger Zetter
Thrive or Survive? Explaining Variation in Economic Outcomes for Refugees
Alexander Betts, RSC, University of Oxford
An Assessment of the Impact of Refugee Flows on Labour Supply in European Countries
Gilles Spielvogel, OECD, Université Paris 1 - Panthéon-Sorbonne
The Impact of the Syrian Refugee Crisis on Firm Entry in Turkey
Wolter Hassink, Utrecht University, School of Economics
The Development Push of Refugees: Evidence from Tanzania
Jean-François Maystadt, Lancaster University
The Impact of Hosting Refugees on the Intra-household Allocation of Tasks: A Gender Perspective
Isabel Ruiz, COMPAS, University of Oxford
Carlos Vargas Silva, COMPAS, University of Oxford
Refugees’ Right to Work – Legal and Policy Challenges and Opportunities
Roger Zetter, RSC, University of Oxford
Héloïse Ruaudel, Independent Researcher

Panel 12- Children and Vulnerability
Breakout Room 4

Chair: Maryanne Loughry
A Childrens’ Rights Approach to the Refugee Convention
Samantha Arnold, Trinity College, Dublin
Remaking Childhood: Humanitarianism and Growing Up Syrian in Za’atari
Melissa Gatter, University of Cambridge
'They Only Help Some of Us': The Slippery Slope Between Vulnerability and Vilification in the Treatment of Unaccompanied Refugee Youth in Switzerland
Annika Lems, Institute of Social Anthropology, University of Bern
Child Asylum-Seekers and the Politics of Childhood
_Carly McLaughlin, University of Potsdam, Germany_

Beyond Vulnerability: Undocumented Childrens’ Performative Agency
_Lena Sophia Opfermann, University of York_

Enduring Solutions in the Midst of 'Crisis' Refugee Children in Europe
_Anhared Price, UNICEF Afghanistan_

**Panel 13- The European Union in Crisis?**
Breakout Room 5

**Chair: Pauline Endres de Oliveira**

Opting out of Europe - What are the Effects on Protection Standards?
_Paula Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik, Bundesamt fuer Migration und Fluechtlinge_

Drawing a Profile of Germany’s Refugee Populations
_Sabrina Juran_,

The Local, the National and the Transnational: Stratifying Refugees
_Miriam Schader, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity_

Trauma, Politics and Mourning: Migrant Bodies at the EU's Borders.
_Simon Robins, University of York_
_Ann Singleton, University of Bristol_

The Watchers on the Wall; Turkey’s Partnership with the EU
_Margarite Zoeteweij, Univeristy of Fribourg_

**Panel 14- Energy Solutions with both Humanitarian and Development Pay-offs**
Breakout Room 6

**Chair: Owen Grafham**

Title TBC
_Ben Good, Energy4Impact_

Title TBC
_Owen Grafham, Chatham House_

Title TBC
_Glada Lahn, Chatham House_

Title TBC
_Long-Seng To, UCL_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15.45 – 16.15</th>
<th>Coffee Break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arco Refreshment Area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16.15 - 18.00  Session 3

Panel 15- Responsibility Sharing and Delivering as One: A Protection Based Approach to Solutions
O’Reilly Theatre

Chair: Cathryn Costello
Title TBC
Geoff Gilbert, University of Essex
Responsibility-Sharing by and for States
Guy S. Goodwin-Gill, University of Oxford
Capacity Building of States to Promote Inclusive Rights-Based Responses
Jackie Keegan, UNHCR

Panel 16 - Refugee Crisis in Europe - Ripple Effects of Welcome and Deterrence
Breakout room 1

Chair: Jeff Crisp
The Rise of ‘Citizen Humanitarians’ and ‘Refugee Helpers’ in Europe – Where Are They Heading and What do they Tell us About the International Humanitarian Sector?
John Borton, Overseas Development Institute
Migration Deterrence in Europe: Roots, Manifestations and Consequences of a Growing Industry
Gonzalo Fanjul, porCausa/Overseas Development Institute
Closing borders: the Ripple Effects of Australian and European Refugee Policy
James Kisa, African Population and Health Research Centre (video presentation & conference call)
Sara Pantuliano, Overseas Development Institute

Panel 17- Eritrean Refugees: an Exceptional Case?
Breakout Room 2

Chair: Georgia Cole
Emotion and Decision-making: Effervescence Among Eritreans in Transit
Milena Belloni, CeMIS, University of Antwerp
Intimate Strangers: Eritrean Men's Perceptions of Sexuality.
Lior Birger, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Surviving Rape and the Stigma of Rape: Eritrean Asylum Seekers.
Diddy Mymin Kahn, A.R.T.S (African Refugee Therapeutic Services)
Lessons from Ethiopia: An Ethnographic Investigation of the Policy and Politics of Welcoming Eritrean Refugees
Alebachew Kemissa, Addis Ababa University
Jennifer Riggan, Arcadia University
Panel 18- Forced Migrants in the Labour Market? Inclusion, Exclusion, Rights and Realities
Breakout Room 3

Chairs: Katharina Lenner and Lucy Mablin
The Employment Patterns of Immigrants in Sweden: Longitudinal Evidence for Refugees, Family Reunion and Labour migrants (1997-2011)
Pieter Bevelander, Malmö University
Marc André Luik, Helmut Schmidt University
Max Steinhardt, Helmut Schmidt University
Making Refugees Work? The Politics of Labour Market Integration for Syrian Refugees in Jordan
Katharina Lenner, University of Bath
Lewis Turner, SOAS
Precarious Integration: The Activation and Flexibilisation of Refugees on the German Labour Market
Mouna Maaroufi, Freie Universität Berlin
Asylum Seekers and the Right to Work in the UK: Policy Making in the Absence of Evidence
Lucy Mayblin, Warwick University

Panel 19- Redefining the Challenges of Mass Migration: The Role of Civil Society and Social Entrepreneurship
Breakout Room 4

Chair: Alexandra Embiricos
Civil Mobility: The Moral Obligation Taken by Civil Society
Ana Maria Alvarez Monge, Migration Hub Network
Title TBC
Alexandra Embiricos, Migration Hub Network gGmbH
Title TBC
Mireia Nadal Chiva, Head of Community Development, ReDI School of Digital Integration
Imparting Knowledge and Free Legal Aid on Asylum Issues Through Student Law Clinics
Elmedin Sopa, Refugee Law Clinic Berlin e.V.
Title TBC
Ghaith Zamrik, Bureaucrazy

Panel 20- Higher Education and Youth
Breakout Room 5

Chair: Barbara Zeus
Education for Inclusion? Refugee Education Policy in Jordan
Elisheva Cohen, University of Minnesota
Rethinking Refugee Self-Reliance Through a Lens of Higher Education
Ashley Haywood, Kepler
Caroline Tarr, Kepler
Nina Weaver, Southern New Hampshire University
Learning, Belonging, Resisting: Young Palestinians in Higher Education  
Torsten Janson, CMES

Transcending Boundaries and Borders  
Emma Bonar, University of Geneva - InZone 
Barbara Moser-Mercer, University of Geneva- InZone

Panel 21- History and Refugee Studies: Untold Stories  
Breakout Room 6

Chair: Benjamin Thomas White
Greek Refugees in the Middle East and Africa (1941-1946)  
Iakovos Michailidis, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

The Struggle to Define the Refugee in Europe (1550-1700)  
Maximilian Scholz, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity

Humans and Animals in a Refugee Camp: Baquba, Iraq (1918-21)  
Benjamin Thomas White, University of Glasgow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18.00-19.10</td>
<td>Drinks Reception</td>
<td>Arco Refreshment Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.15</td>
<td>Conference Dinner</td>
<td>Dining Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz (TBC)</td>
<td>Keble College Bar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Friday 17th March

9.00 – 10.45  Session 4

Panel 22- Borders and Forced Displacement: Interdisciplinary Perspectives in the Wake of the Syrian Refugee Crisis
O’Reilly Theatre

Chair: Filippo Dionigi
Discussant: Dawn Chatty

Borders and Civil War: Lessons from the Syrian Refugee Crisis
Filippo Dionigi, Middle East Centre, LSE

International Security Assistance, Migration and Militarisation of the Syrian-Lebanese Border: How the Migration-security Nexus Turned a Borderland into a Wall
Simone Tholens, Cardiff University

The Syrian Borders and Borderlands: from the Margins of the State to the Emergence of New Transnational Spaces, the Syrian Conflict as Process of Rebordering
Leila Vignal, RSC, University of Oxford

Unsteady Frontiers, Wild Growth at the Margins: Cross-border and Rural-urban Displacement of Syrian Refugees in the North of Jordan
Ann-Christine Wagner, University of Edinburgh

Panel 23- New Thinking in Anthropology and Forced Migration
Breakout Room 1

Chair: Ruben Andersson

Cultural and Human Rights in Greece’s Solidarity Refugee Squats
Olivia de Dreuzy, University College London

Silence and Survival: Bosnian Refugee Women Confronting War and Exile
Marita Eastmond, School of Global Studies, Gothenburg University
Refugees and Restaurants: Lessons from Refugee Food Enterprise in Delhi  
Jessica Field, O.P. Jindal Global University

Interwoven Spaces of Deterrence and Care in the Border City of Melilla  
Nina Sahraoui, European University Institute

Experiences of Uncertainty for Young South Sudanese Refugees in Uganda  
Julie Schiltz, Ghent University

Panel 24 - Contemporary Debates on Refugee Resettlement  
Breakout Room 2

Chair: Marcia Vera-Espinoza
Power, Politics and Refugee Resettlement: Comparing Canada and Australia’s Responses to the Syrian Crisis  
Adèle Garnier, Université Libre de Bruxelles
Reconceiving Refugee Resettlement in (Unforced) Migration Studies  
Naoko Hashimoto, University of Sussex

Civic Engagement and Resettled Refugee Youth  
Suzanne Shanahan, Kenan Institute for Ethics, Duke University  
Catherine Ward, Kenan Institute for Ethics, Duke University
Understanding Resettlement Through Refugee Integration: Paradoxes Between the Politics of Humanitarianism and the Politics of Belonging  
Marcia Vera-Espinoza, University of Sheffield

Panel 25 - Practitioner Perspective: Frameworks to Address Situational and Embodied Vulnerabilities of Migrants  
Breakout Room 3

Chair: Oliver Bakewell
MICIC Initiative Guidelines to Protect Migrants in Countries in Crisis  
Sanjula Weerasinghe, International Organization for Migration

Including Migrants in Disaster Risk Management  
Lorenzo Guadagno, International Organization for Migration

Understanding the Concept of 'Migrants in a Vulnerable Situation' from a Human Rights Perspective  
Pia Oberoi, Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
Understanding Migrant Vulnerabilities and Capacities: A Framework for Analysis and Programming  
Heather Komenda, International Organization for Migration

Smart Practices that Enhance Resilience of Migrants with Honduras as a Case Study  
Tiziana Bonzon, International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies - IFRC
Panel 26 - Ethical and Political Issues in Refugee Protection
Breakout Room 4

Chair: Matthew Gibney
Giving Shelter or Granting Rights? Refugees and the Rhetoric of Hospitality
Benjamin Boudou, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity

The Duties of Refugees
Matthew Gibney, RSC, University of Oxford

Refugees and the Politics of Indignity
David Owen, University of Southampton

The Politics of Food and Hospitality.
Robin Vandevoordt, Universiteit Antwerpen

Panel 27 - Protection and Norms: Understanding Commitment, Compliance and their Opposites
Breakout Room 5

Chair: Cathryn Costello

The Diffusion of Non-compliance: Refugee Policies of Western Countries
Shani Bar-Tuvia, International Relations Department, Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Legitimising Lebanon’s Rejection of the 1951 Refugee Convention
Maja Janmyr, University of Bergen

Explaining the Generosity of Non-signatories to the 1951 Convention
Christian Donny Putranto, UNHCR

European Refugee Crisis: Explaining (Non) Compliance with Refugee Norms
Christina Velentza, Democritus University of Greece

Panel 28 - What About Host Communities?
Breakout Room 6

Chair: Georgia Cole

Attitudes Towards Refugees in Malaysia: Hospitality and Fear
Gerhard Hoffstaedter, University of Queensland

The Labour Market Impact of Refugee Camps on Host Communities
Craig Loschmann, UNU-MERIT/ Maastricht University

Host Populations' Reactions to Asylum Institutions in Hungary
Zsófia Nagy, Eötvös Loránd University

The Role of Rural and Regional Communities in Hosting Refugees
Caitlin Nunn, School of Applied Social Sciences, Durham University
Dr Raelene Wilding, La Trobe University

10.45 – 11.15 Coffee Break
Arco Refreshment Area
11.15 – 13.00  Session 5

Panel 29- Concepts of the Camp: Defining, Researching And Imagining Encampment in the 21st Century
O’Reilly Theatre

Chair: Tom Scott-Smith
The Undesirable Ones and their Encampment. The CAMPS Project.
Marie-Laure Basilien-Gainche, University Jean Moulin Lyon 3, Institut Universitaire de France
Towards a New Genealogy of the Camp
Irit Katz, University of Cambridge

Camps as Containment: A Genealogy of the Refugee Camp
Kirsten McConnachie, Warwick University

Refugee Camps as Sites of Depoliticisation and Hyper-Politics
Simon Turner, Centre for Advanced Migration Studies, University of Copenhagen

Panel 30- Agency in Displacement: Livelihoods in the Syrian Refugee Crisis
Breakout Room 1

Chair: Veronique Barbelet
The Livelihoods of Refugees in Protracted Displacement
Veronique Barbelet, Overseas Development Institute

Livelihood Coping Strategies of Displaced Syrians in Neighbouring Host Countries
Dawn Chatty, RSC, University of Oxford

Syrian Refugees in Turkey: Social Acceptance and Integration
Murat Erdoğan, Hacettepe University (video presentation and conference call)

Jobs Make the Difference: Responding to Protracted Crisis
Jason Pronyk, UNDP

Blood is Thicker than Water: Understanding Informal Adaptive Mechanisms Used in Seeking Hospital Care among Syrian Refugees and Vulnerable Host Communities in Lebanon
Nasser Yassin, Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and International Affairs

Panel 31- From Local to Global
Breakout Room 2

Chair: Nicholas Van Hear
A Study of Kurdish Diaspora in London
Ayar Ata, London South Bank University

When Transnational Ties Are Limited: North Korean Refugees in the UK
Seung Hoon Chae, Nuffield College, University of Oxford

Riace Model. The Intelligration
Anna Di Giusto, Società Italiana delle Storiche, Roma
"Are you Syrians or Palestinians?" Transcending the Boundaries Between the Camp and the City in Lebanon.

**Stefano Fogliata, University of Bergamo/Lebanese American University**

The Law of Asylum in the Middle East and Asia: Developing Legal Engagement at the Frontiers of the International Refugee Regime

**Martin Jones, University of York**

**Panel 32- Refugees in International Relations**

**Breakout Room 3**

**Chair: Alexander Betts**

Leaders' Summit on Refugees: Why it Matters and What Comes Next

**Elizabeth Campbell, U.S. Department of State**

Global Refugee Policymaking in a Time of Resurgent Nationalism

**Anne Hammerstad, University of Kent**

Coercive Displacement and Emplacement in Civil Wars

**Adam Lichtenheld, University of California, Berkeley**

**Panel 33- Vulnerability Reconsidered**

**Breakout Room 4**

**Chair: Maryanne Loughry**

Vulnerability on Trial: Human Rights Courts Approaches to the Protection of Migrant Children’s Rights

**Ana Beduschi, University of Exeter**

How is Vulnerability Defined and Responded to?

**Mary Anne Kenny, Murdoch University**

What Does Vulnerability Look Like in a Crisis?

**Maryanne Loughry, Jesuit Refugee Service Australia**

No Neutral Arbiter? The Role of Organisational Mandates in Assessing Comparative Vulnerability Levels in Afghanistan

**Matthew Willner-Reid, RSC, University of Oxford**

**Panel 34- State Responsibility Beyond and Across Borders**

**Breakout Room 5**

**Chair: Pauline Endres de Oliveira**

The ‘East/West’ Divide and Europe’s Relocation System for Asylum Seekers

**Raluca Bejan, University of Toronto**

From Territorial to Extraterritorial Access to Asylum – a Necessary Shift in Paradigm for the CEAS?

**Pauline Endres de Oliveira, University of Gießen**

Judicial Reactions to Extraterritorial Migration Control and Offshore Processing

**Nikolas Feith Tan, DIHR/University of Aarhus**
Panel 35- Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity Claims of Asylum in Europe
Breakout Room 6

Chair: Nuno Ferreira
The Italian Case Study
Carmelo Danisi, University of Sussex

The UK Case Study
Moira Dustin, University of Sussex

The SOGICA Project and the EU/CoE Framework
Nuno Ferreira, University of Sussex

The German Case Study
Nina Held, University of Sussex

13.00 – 14.00 Lunch
Dining Hall

14.00 – 15.45 Session 6

Panel 36- Outside the Box: Big Ideas in Refugee Studies
O’Reilly Theatre

Chair: Alexander Betts
The Arc of Protection: Toward a New International Refugee Regime
Alex Aleinikoff, Director of the Zolberg Institute on Migration and Mobility, The New School

Histories of Racialisation and Racism: A Blind Spot in Refugee Studies
Rachel Landry, International Rescue Committee

The Migratory Crisis: a Geohistorical Interpretation
Etienne Piguet, University of Neuchâtel

Welcome and Deterrence: Assessing Alternative Pathways to Protection
Martin Ruhs, COMPAS, University of Oxford

Disaster Displacement
Achim Steiner, Oxford Martin School

Imagining Refugia
Nicholas Van Hear, COMPAS, University of Oxford

Panel 37- Interdisciplinary Approaches and Syrian Refugees
Breakout Room 1

Chair: Leila Vignal
Syrian Female Refugees in Tunisia: Trajectories and Life Experiences
Soumaya Abdellatif, ISSHT Institut des sciences humaines de Tunis

Title TBC
Ali Ali, RSC, University of Oxford
Fulya Memişoğlu, RSC, University of Oxford
Civil Society and Syrian Refugees in Turkey
Helen Mackreath, Helsinki Citizens' Assembly
Şevin Gülfer Sağníc
Violence and Political Attitudes: A Study of Syrian Refugees in Turkey
Kristin Fabbe, Harvard Business School
Chad Hazlett, UCLA
Tolga Sinmazdemir, Bogaziçi University
From a State of Shock to Agency in Liminality; IDP Camps Inside Syria
Josepha Ivanka Wessels, CMES Lund University

Panel 38 - Migrants in Countries in Crisis - A Round Table Discussion About How Crises in Destination Countries Affects Migrants and Their Countries of Origin.

Breakout Room 2

Chair: Albert Kraler
Oliver Bakewell, IMI, University of Oxford
Mohamed El-Sayeh, American University in Cairo
Maegan Hendow, ICMPD
Dina Mansour-Iltre, Overseas Development Institute

Panel 39 - Negotiating Citizenship, Inclusion and Exclusion in Forced Migration

Breakout Room 3

Chair: Matthew Gibney
The Slippery Slope of Citizenship: Southern Sudanese in the Landscape of Khartoum
Azza Ahmed Abdel Aziz, CEDEJ, Khartoum
The ‘Community’ Citizenship Status for Southern Sudanese Communities in Khartoum
Mohamed A. G. Bakhit, University of Khartoum
Refugees and Citizens: Understanding Eritrean Refugees' Ambivalence Towards Homeland Politics
Milena Belloni, CeMIS, University of Antwerp
Abject Citizenship: When Categories of Displacement Collide with Categories of Citizenship
Cathrine Brun, Oxford Brookes University
Oroub El-Abed, British Academy-Council for British Research in the Levant CBRL
Anita H. Fábios, Clark University
Negotiating Citizenship and Belonging in Displacement: Nuer in Khartoum
Katarzyna (Kasia) Grabska, GMC, The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva
Panel 40- The Limitations of 'Self-Reliance'?
Breakout Room 4

Chair: Evan Easton-Calabria
Rhetoric and Reality: Refugee Self-reliance Historically and Today
Evan Easton-Calabria, HIP, University of Oxford
Promoting Livelihoods and Self-Reliance in Post-Conflict Refugee Reintegration Schemes – UNHCR and Sierra Leone
Claudena Skran, Lawrence University
David Duncombe, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Self-Reliance Under Encampment? The Markets of Jordan’s Syrian Refugee
Lewis Turner, SOAS
Beyond Solutions? Pushing the Development Agenda in Refugee Assistance
Barbara Zeus, IMI, University of Oxford

Panel 41- Redesigning Resettlement
Breakout Room 5

Chair: Will Jones
Matching Refugees in Swedish Resettlement
Tommy Andersson, Lund University
What We Know About Empirics of Refugee Integration
Jeremy Ferwerda, Dartmouth College
Justin Gest, George Mason University
International Matching and Tradable Quotas
Hillel Rapoport, Paris School of Economics, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
Redesigning Resettlement in the UK and the USA
Will Jones, Royal Holloway, University of London
Alex Teytelboym, INET, University of Oxford

Panel 42- Welcoming Refugees as a Humanitarian Act and/or as a Political Moment?
Breakout Room 6

Chairs: Simon Turner and Michel Agier
The Returns of Hospitality: A Political Mobilisation?
Michel Agier, School for Advanced Studies in Social Science, Research Institute for Development
The French Refugee Crisis and Politics of Dispersing
Yasmine Bouagga, CNRS
Dublin: Creating Mistrust and Illegality in Calais
Cannelle Gueguen-Teil, RSC, University of Oxford
‘Volunteer Humanitarianism’ Across Close(d) Borders: Volunteers and Humanitarian Aid in ‘The Jungle' Refugee Camp of Calais
Elisa Sandri, University of Sussex
British Solidarities in Calais
Madeleine Trapanier, School for Advanced Studies in Social Science
‘I’m Not that Kind of Person’: Post-humanitarian Altruism in Denmark Since 2015
Simon Turner, Centre for Advanced Migration Studies, University of Copenhagen
15.45 – 16.15  
Coffee Break  
Arco Refreshment Area

16.15 – 17:15  
Endnote plenary  
Title TBC  
O’Reilly Theatre

17:15 – 17:30  
Closing remarks

Throughout the conference there will be photography and art exhibitions including:

Talents in Exiles – Refugees in Paris  
*Action Emploi Réfugiés*

Refugees Cartoons  
*Amnesty International – Kenya Chapter*

Title TBC  
*Ammar Azzouz*

The Stranded Pakistanis (The Bihari) of Camp Geneva, Dhaka, Bangladesh  
The Change Luck City: Dhaka’s Climate Refugee  
*Hugh Tuckfield and Natalie LeBeau*